The program of reconstruction of the neutrino mass and flavor spectrum is outlined and the present status of research is summarized. We describe the role of future solar and atmospheric neutrino experiments, detection of the Galactic supernovae and double beta decay searches in accomplishing this program. The LSND result and four neutrino mass spectra are considered in connection with recent searches for the sterile components in the solar and atmospheric neutrino fluxes.
1. INTRODUCTION.
Two remarks.
There is a hope that detailed information on the neutrino mass spectrum and lepton mixing may eventually shed the light on • the origin of the neutrino mass, • quark-lepton symmetry, unification of quarks and leptons, Grand Unification, • fermion mass problem, • physics beyond the standard model in general. "Detailed information" are the key words: just knowledge that masses are small is not enough to clarify the points.
Results on atmospheric neutrinos [1] show that the simplest possibility -hierarchical mass spectrum with small flavor mixing has not been realized. The guideline from the quark sector is lost. In this connection we should consider without prejudice all possible mass and mixing spectra which do not contradict experiment.
The present status.
There are three leptonic flavors: ν α , α = e, µ, τ and at least three neutrino mass eigenstates ν i with eigenvalues m i (i = 1, 2, 3). The program of reconstruction of the spectrum consists of the determination of • number of mass eigenstates,
• masses m i , • distribution of the flavor in the mass eigenstates described by the mixing matrix U αi , • complex phases of U αi and m i .
What is the present status?
The atmospheric neutrino data provide us with the most reliable information. With high confidence level we can say that the data imply the ν µ oscillations with maximal or near maximal depth. Moreover, the oscillations are driven by non-zero ∆m 2 . From this interpretation we can infer that (i) There is at least one mass eigenstate with
Further implications depend on assumptions about the number of mass eigenstates and the type of mass hierarchy. In the case of 3ν-spectrum with normal mass hierarchy ( fig.1 ), m 3 m 2 , m 1 , the heaviest state ν 3 has the mass (1). If the spectrum has the inverted mass hierarchy, ν 3 is the lightest state, m 3 m a , and ν 1 , ν 2 form a system of degenerate neutrinos with m 2 ≈ m 1 ≈ m a . In the case of completely degenerate spectrum one has m 3 ≈ m 2 ≈ m 1 m a . (ii) The admixture of the ν µ flavor in the ν 3 mass eigenstate is
(iii) The admixture of the electron neutrino in the third state is zero or small [2]:
-1 Figure 1 . The 3 ν mass spectra with normal and inverted mass hierarchy. Boxes show admixtures of different flavors in the mass eigenstates: electron (light grey), muon (grey) and tau (black).
Thus, ν µ is mixed almost maximally with ν τ or/and ν s .
(iv) The ν µ −ν τ channel gives better description of the data than ν µ − ν s one: the latter is disfavored at 3 σ level [3] . Substantial contribution of the sterile channel is however possible already at 2σ level. 2 from the atmospheric neutrinos differs from zero, although the deviation is statistically insignificant. However, it is difficult to improve the situation with present experiments and the possibilities of future atmospheric neutrino detectors deserve special study.
Registration of the neutrino bursts from the Galactic supernova by existing detectors SK, SNO (several thousands events) will give information about |U e3 | 2 down to 10 −5 − 10 −4 [7] . Even better sensitivity |U e3 | 2 > 3 · 10 −5 may be achieved at the neutrino factories [8] .
Intuitively, it is difficult to expect very small |U e3 | 2 if mixing between the second and the third generation is almost maximal and the mixing of the electron neutrinos is also maximal or large (unless some special arrangements are done). This has been quantified recently in terms of the neutrino mass matrices which lead to the solutions of the solar and atmospheric neutrino problems [9] . In the assumption that there is no special fine tuning of the matrix elements m eµ and m eτ , so that |m eµ − m eτ | ∼ max[m eµ , m eτ ], the following relation has been found [9]:
For parameters from the LMA region we get values |U µ3 | 2 = 0.003 − 0.02, where the upper edge is the the present experimental bound.
Hierarchy and Degeneracy.
Phenomenology of schemes with normal and inverted mass hierarchy is different. The hierarchy can be identified by studies of (i) the neutrinoless double beta decay, (ii) Earth matter effect on 1 -3 mixing in the atmospheric neutrinos and in the long baseline experiments, (iii) neutrino burst from supernovae.
In the scheme with inverted hierarchy the contribution of neutrinos to the energy density of the Universe can be two times larger than that in the scheme with normal hierarchy: Ω ν ≥ 2 ∆m 2 atm n ν ( n ν is the concentration of one neutrino species). The scheme with normal mass hierarchy (or in general, the scheme with ν 3 being the heaviest state) may have partial degeneracy when m 2 − m 1 m 2 . In this case for a given oscillation pattern both Ω ν and m ee can be larger than in the hierarchical case.
IDENTIFYING SOLUTION OF THE ν -PROBLEM.
Identification of the solution is one of the major steps in the reconstruction of the spectrum which will significantly determine further strategy of the research. It will allow us to: (i) measure ∆m 2 21 ≡ ∆m 2 as well as the distribution of the electron flavor: |U e1 | 2 , |U e2 | 2 ; (ii) find or restrict the presence of the sterile neutrinos, (iii) estimate a possibility to measure the CP-violation and to discover the neutrinoless beta decay.
Let us describe some recent results.
Flux during the night.
The zenith angle (θ Z ) distributions of events during the nights differ for different solutions and therefore precise measurements of the distribution can be used to discriminate among the solutions.
The LMA solution predicts rather flat distribution of events with slightly lower rate in the first night bin N1 (cos θ Z = 0 − 0.2). The reason is that the oscillation length is small and substantial averaging of oscillations occurs in all the bins [10] .
For the LOW solution, the maximal rate is expected in the second night bin N2 (cos θ Z = 0.2 − 0.4) [11] . Indeed, for parameters from the LOW region, the oscillation length in matter is determined basically by the refraction length, l m ≈ l 0 , and it depends weakly on E/∆m 2 and mixing. No averaging occurs. It turns out that the average length of the neutrino trajectories in the N2 bin equals half of the refraction length, so that the oscillation effect is maximal. The length of the trajectory is about l 0 in the N3 bin, where minimum of the rate is expected. The height of the peak in N2 bin decreases with ∆m 2 . In the case of SMA solution maximal rate is expected in the N5 (core) bin [12] , where the parametric enhancement of oscillations can take place. The peak decreases with mixing angle and at sin 2 2θ ∼ 3 · 10 −3 it transforms to the deep. No enhancement of the night rate should be seen for VO solution.
Thus, using information on integrated daynight asymmetry and signals in N2 and N5 bins one can identify the solution.
Notice that the zenith distribution observed by SK does not fit any of expected distributions: maximal rate is in the N1 bin, and there is no enhancement of rate neither in N2 nor in N5 bins. In the SNO the expected zenith angle distributions have similar character, however absolute value of the regeneration effect is larger due to absence of damping related to ν µ and ν τ contribution to the SK signal.
Correlations of observables.
Present searches for the "smoking guns" of certain solutions of the ν -problem give just (1−2)σ indications. To enhance the identification power of the analysis we suggest to study correlations of various observables [13] . Indeed, correlations of observables appear for different solution of the ν -problem and they can be considered as signatures of corresponding solutions.
The observables (denote them by X, Y ) include rates of events at different detectors, characteristics of spectrum distortion (e.g., shift of the first moment of the spectrum) and parameters of the time variations of signals (day-night asymmetry, seasonal asymmetry, etc.). To find the correlations we have performed the mapping of the solution regions in the ∆m 2 -sin 2 2θ plane onto the plane of observables X and Y . If ∆m 2 − sin 2 2θ region projects onto the line in the X − Y the correlations is very strong. In general, the criteria for strong correlation is that the area of the projected region, S XY , is much smaller than the product ∆X × ∆Y , where ∆X and ∆Y are allowed intervals of X and Y when they are treated independently.
In fig.2 we show, as an example, mapping of the ∆m 2 − sin 2 2θ regions of solutions onto the plane of the SNO observables [CC] and A DN , where [CC] ≡ N obs /N SSM is the reduced rate of the charged current events and A DN ≡ 2(N − D)/(N + D) is the day-night asymmetry of the charged current events.
